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Abstract: This paper describes a novel feature-based stereovision matching process based 
on a pair of omnidirectional images in forest stands acquired with a stereovision sensor 
equipped with fish-eye lenses. The stereo analysis problem consists of the following steps: 
image  acquisition,  camera  modelling,  feature  extraction,  image  matching  and  depth 
determination. Once the depths of significant points on the trees are obtained, the growing 
stock volume can be estimated by considering the geometrical camera modelling, which is 
the  final  goal.  The  key  steps  are  feature  extraction  and  image  matching.  This  paper  is 
devoted solely to these two steps. At a first stage a segmentation process extracts the trunks, 
which are the regions used as features, where each feature is identified through a set of 
attributes of properties useful for matching. In the second step the features are matched 
based on the application of the following four well known matching constraints, epipolar, 
similarity, ordering and uniqueness. The combination of the segmentation and matching 
processes for this specific kind of sensors make the main contribution of the paper. The 
method is tested with satisfactory results and compared against the human expert criterion. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Forest  inventories  provide  information  on  which  forest  management  is  based.  Field  surveys, 
consisting  of sample plots situated on a grid, are  a technique that has been commonly used in the 
elaboration  of  forest  inventories  for  a  long  time  [1,2].  The  diameter  of  trees  within  these  plots  is 
measured. Height, crown height and dimensions, bark thickness and other variables which are more 
complex to measure are taken in a subsample of trees called second stage trees [3,4]. Taper equations 
are derived from the second stage trees and calculated for the sample to estimate the growing stock  
(the volume of wood in a hectare).  
In  2005  the  Spanish  Forest  Research  Centre  (CIFOR)  integrated  into  the  National  Institute  for 
Agriculture  and  Food  Research  and  Technology  (INIA)  patented  the  MU200501738  forest 
measurement device. A prototype of the measurement device, adapted for a Nikon® Coolpix® 4500 
digital  camera  with  a  FC-E8  fish-eye  lens  and  developed  by  the  firm  Railway  and  Environment 
Consulting (Consultorí a Ferroviaria y Medioambiental, S.L., C/ Isaac Albé niz, 33, Las Rozas, 28290, 
Madrid,  Spain)  for  the  INIA,  was  used.  This  device,  located  during  the  image  acquisition  at  a  
known  3D  position  in  an  identifiable  geographical direction, allows us to acquire two  stereoscopic 
hemispherical images with parallel optical axes. 
Fish eye optics systems can recover 3D information in a large field-of-view around the cameras; in 
our system this is 183º  ×  360º . This is an important advantage because it allows one to image the trees 
in  the  3D  scene  close  to  the  system  from  the  base  to  the  top,  unlike  in  systems  equipped  with 
conventional lenses where close objects are partially mapped [5]. Additionally, the direct and diffuse 
light transmission within all directions of the hemisphere coming from the sky allows one to obtain a 
well contrasted image as compared to conventional ones [6]. This facilitates the segmentation process 
described later in Section 2.  
Because  the  trees  appear  completely  imaged,  the  stereoscopic  system  allows  the  calculation  of 
distances from the device to significant points into the trees in the 3D scene, including diameters along 
the stem, heights and crown dimensions to be measured, as well as determining the position of the trees. 
These data may be used to obtain precise taper equations, leaf area or volume estimations [7]. As the 
distance from the device to each tree can be calculated, the density of trees within a determined area can 
be also surveyed and growing stock; tree density, basal area (the section of stems at 1.30 m height in a 
hectare)  and  other  interesting  variables  may  be  estimated  at  forest  stand  level  using  statistical  
inference [8].  
Moreover, the images constitute a permanent record of the sample point that allows measurement 
error control and future data mining, which currently requires revisiting the plot. Currently, the above 
mentioned measurements are manually obtained. An important goal is the automation of the process for 
data  acquisition.  Hence,  a  passive  stereovision-based  system  is  a  suitable  technique  for  this  task, 
because during the intervention the trees are not affected by the measurement.  Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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According to [9] we can view the classical problem of stereo analysis as consisting of the following 
steps: image acquisition, camera modelling, feature extraction, image matching and depth determination. 
These depths allow the computation of the set of measurements mentioned above by considering the 
geometrical and camera modelling. The key steps are feature extraction and image matching. This paper 
is devoted solely to these two steps. At a first stage a segmentation process extracts the trunks, which 
are the regions used as features, where each feature is identified through a set of attributes or properties 
useful for matching. In the second step the features are matched based on the application of a set of 
constraints. This matching process tries to identify the corresponding trunks in the two images that are 
cast by the same physical trunk in the 3-D space. Additionally, in Section 3.1 we give details about the 
depth determination and how the density in an area and the volume of a tree, among other variables 
useful for forest analysis, could be estimated. 
 
1.1. Constraints Applied in Stereovision Matching 
 
The stereovision sensor provides pairs of images belonging to the same scene captured with two 
omnidirectional cameras equipped with fish eye lenses. The cameras are separated a given distance 
among them (base-line). The correspondence problem can be defined in terms of finding pairs of true 
matches, as explained below, in our approach pairs of regions in two images that are generated by the 
same physical element in the space. In the proposed method, the regions to be matched are generated by 
the trunks of the trees. These true matches generally satisfy some constraints [10]: (1) epipolar, given a 
region in an image, the matched region in the second image must lie following the called epipolar line; 
(2) similarity, matched regions must have similar properties or attributes; (3) ordering, the relative 
position between two regions in an image is preserved in the other image for the corresponding matches; 
(4) uniqueness, each region in one image should be matched to a unique region in the other image, 
although a region could not be matched because of occlusions. 
 
1.2. Techniques in Stereovision Matching 
 
A review of the state-of-art in stereovision matching allows us to distinguish two sorts of techniques 
broadly  used  in  this  discipline:  area-based  and  feature-based.  Area-based  stereo  techniques  use 
correlation between brightness (intensity) patterns in the local neighbourhood of a pixel in one image 
with brightness patterns in the local neighbourhood of the other image [10]. Feature-based methods use 
sets  of  pixels  with  similar  attributes,  normally,  either  pixels  belonging  to  edges  [11-13],  the 
corresponding edges themselves [14-16], regions [17,18] or hierarchical approaches [19] where firstly 
edges or corners are matched and afterwards the regions. In [11] are used regions with the following 
three specific attributes for matching: area, centroid and angles. They will be used in our  proposed 
approach because of their specific adaptability in the images provided by our sensor. 
An important amount of works use the attributes for matching by applying the similarity constraints. 
In [20] these properties are: area, bounding box and statistical spatial moments. In [21], although under 
a classification context, first and second statistical moments are used in the HSI colour space; these 
properties are obtained from the histograms. Also texture descriptors, such as the filters banks are used 
in [22]. In [23,24] invariant moments have been satisfactorily applied, where it is reported that the Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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feature-based stereovision solution using moment invariants as a metric to find corresponding regions in 
image pairs, improve the accuracy of the disparity measures. Although in a different context, as it is our 
forest  environment,  the  idea  of  accuracy  can  be  useful  in  our  approach.  In  [25]  is  proposed  a  
graph-based method to deal with segmentation errors in region-based matching, the nodes in the graph 
are  potential  pairs  of  matches  and  the  arcs  have  assigned  values  taking  into  account  a  similarity 
measurement among the regions under matching. In [26] the regions are extracted through a colour 
based segmentation algorithm and the pixels belonging to the regions are matched obtaining a disparity 
map,  which  is  then  refined  by  applying  cooperative  optimization  through  the  adjusting  of  some 
parameters in the disparities of the segmented regions. In [27] the colour is also used for segmenting the 
regions. In [16] vertical lines are used as features in omnidirectional images, a descriptor invariant to 
rotations is computed. This rotation invariance is useful in our images, as we will see later. 
 
1.3. Motivational Research and Contribution 
  
Figure  1  displays  a  pair  of  stereoscopic  omnidirectional  images,  which  is  a  representative  and 
illustrative example of the set of sixteen pairs of stereo images used in our experiments. All images were 
acquired with poor illumination conditions, i.e., on cloudy days without sun or during the dawn or the 
late afternoon. The sensor is the one described above with a base-line of 1 m. The images resolution is 
1,616 ×  1,616 pixels, but only the valid central area in the circle containing 2,045,059 pixels is useful. 
Figure 1. Original omnidirectional images of a stereo pair. (a) Left one. (b) Right one. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
The original images are acquired in the RGB colour space. Figure 2 displays both images of Figure 1, 
but enhanced through uniform histogram equalization [28], applied to the intensity component in the 
HSI colour model after the transformation from RGB. Now the colour becomes explicit. The kind of 
images provided by the sensor under the illumination conditions mentioned above, represented by the 
images  in  Figures  1  and  2,  display  a  set  of  specific  properties,  which  are  exploited  to  design  our Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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proposed approach. In what follows we discuss about these specific properties oriented towards the 
choice of the best design strategy as possible. 
 
Figure  2.  Enhanced  omnidirectional  images  of  the  stereo  pair  in  Figure  1  by  uniform 
histogram equalization. (a) Left one. (b) Right one. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Our interest is focused on the trunks of the trees because they contain the higher concentration of 
wood. Therefore, once we have clear that the stereovision matching constraints must be applied, now 
the problem is to decide if we use area-based or feature-based approaches for matching the trunks. The 
following is a discussion about which one to use. 
 
Area-Based 
 
(1)  The matching is carried out pixel-by-pixel following the epipolar lines. It does not require a 
previous knowledge about if the pixel under matching belongs to a trunk or not. 
(2)  The  correspondence  is  established  by  similarity  among  the  properties  of  the  pixels  under 
matching. The main drawback is that in our images, the trunks and the grass in the soil display 
similar spectral signatures. They are both dark grey for the images in Figure 1 and green for the 
images  of  Figure  2.  Hence,  in  the  common  parts  where  soil  and  trunks  are  confused  the 
identification of the trunks becomes a difficult task. 
(3)  The part of the image associated to the sky is very homogeneous and the matching pixel by pixel 
also becomes difficult. 
(4)  Because of the above difficulties, if the correspondence were carried out pixel-by-pixel, after 
matching we would need to identify the pixels belonging to the trunks.  
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Feature-Based 
 
(1)  It is the natural choice that a human-based system will use. Indeed, the matching should be 
carried out by comparing tree-by-tree in both images. 
(2)  The above implies that the human matches the trunks by applying shape similarities between 
them and also by considering its location in the image based on the epipolar constraint provided 
by the sensor. The ordering constraint also helps to make the matching. 
(3)  The  near  radial  orientation  of the trunks towards the optical centre in the images could be 
exploited for matching. 
(4)  The main drawback of feature-based in our specific problem, for the automation process, is that 
the  trunks  must  be  identified  previously  and  then  a  set  of  properties  extracted  for  their 
identification. 
As one can see, each method has its advantages and disadvantages, so it is unclear which one is the 
best.  An  important  conclusion  concerning  both  methods  is  that  it  is  very  important that the pixels 
belonging to the trunks can be univocally identified and isolated. With such purpose and based on the 
observation of the enhanced images, Figure 2, we have tried to apply texture identification methods for 
segmenting  the  trees  under  different  colour  spaces  following  the  work  in  [29].  The  colour  spaces 
investigated  were  the  classical  ones  RGB,  HSI,  CIE  XYZ,  Lab  and  Luv,  also  the  log-opponent 
chromaticity and additionally the red/cyan chromaticity proposed in [29]. From the point of view of 
textures and based on the results obtained by the different colour spaces, we have applied techniques 
based on statistical descriptors such as variance and intensity average, both investigated in [28], and 
also Gabor filters [30]. In [27], a method based on a colour cost function is used for matching, basically 
for  disambiguate  false  matches.  The  main  problem  in  our  images  is  that  concerning  the  similarity 
between the colour and textures in the trunks and those in the soil. After several experiments, we have 
not achieved satisfactorily the separation of these two kinds of textures through the above approaches. 
This means that the trunks are not separable through these methods. Moreover, as mentioned before,  
in [25] a graph-based matching method is proposed for merging and splitting regions that have been 
incorrectly  segmented.  This  facilitates  the  posterior  matching  process.  As mentioned before, in our 
images the main problem is the separation of the trunks from the soil instead of merging those regions. 
When  we  try  to  identify  the  trunks,  we  always  obtain  a  unique  broad  region  bordering  the  outer 
circumference  in  the  valid  image;  the  splitting  of  this  broad  region,  based  on  intensity  or  texture 
dissimilarities, becomes a very difficult task. Nevertheless, in our proposed approach we are able to 
apply the splitting concept but under geometrical considerations, as we will see below, with satisfactory 
results. The method proposed in [26] requires the computation of an initial dense disparity map, which 
is later refined by fitting a plane over the segmented regions. In our approach, an important problem is 
that concerned with the segmentation of the regions and the computation of the disparity map. 
Due to the above handicaps and because of the spatial geometrical distribution of the trees in each 
stereo-pair, we have finally designed a new feature-based approach that can cope with the problem of 
separating the trunks from the soil. So, in the part of the image where the textures belonging to the 
trunks can be easily distinguished from those belonging to the sky, we separate them by considering 
intensity  dissimilarities  and  in  the  part  where  the  textures  belonging  to  the  trunks  and  soil  are Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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indistinguishable we estimate the trunk position guided by the geometrical knowledge derived from the 
first part. After the segmentation of the trunks, a set of properties is obtained. Then the application of 
the matching constraints, involving similarities between properties and geometrical relations based on 
the sensor geometry, allows the matching of the trunks in both images of the stereo pair. In summary, 
the  full  stereovision  matching  process  involves  two  main  steps,  namely:  trunk  segmentation  and 
correspondence of the trunks. 
Figure 3 displays the architecture of the proposed full process. Two images are available after their 
acquisition by the stereovision sensor. Unlike the classical stereovision sensors based on parallel optical 
axes, where the left and right images are captured by each camera located on the left and right positions, 
in our omnidirectional image based sensor no distinction can be made between left and right images. 
Nevertheless, without loss of generality, one image in this kind of sensors is called the left image and the 
second the right one.  
Figure 3. Scheme of the stereovision matching process. 
Original left Image Feature extraction
Original right Image
Labelling & attributes 
extraction
Correspondence
Stereovision
matching
(constraints) 
Segmentation Image 
acquisition
 
 
Once the images are available, the full stereovision matching process consists of the following two 
main steps: 
(1)  Segmentation: both images are processed so that a set of regions, corresponding to the trunks, 
are extracted and then labelled. Each region is identified by a set of attributes, including the Hu 
invariant moments [28], the position and orientation of the centroid and the area.  
(2)  Correspondence: based on these attributes and applying the stereovision matching constraints, 
where the sensor geometry is specifically considered, the matching between the regions in both 
images can be established. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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The main contribution of this paper is the design of the specific segmentation process combined with 
the correspondence one. Both define the full stereovision matching procedure for this kind of sensors in 
the  type  of  images  considered.  The  performance  of  the  proposed  automatic  approach  is  compared 
favourably against the criteria of the human expert, which processes the images based on his expertise, 
but manually. The proposed strategy is limited to the type of images described above, basically acquired 
with poor illumination and high contrast between the sky and the trunks in the central part. Under 
different conditions other strategies must be applied. Indeed, in [31] an area-based matching strategy is 
used for pinewoods.  
 
1.4. Paper Organization 
 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the procedures applied for the image 
segmentation oriented to the identification of  regions describing the trunks. Section 3 describes the 
design  of  the  correspondence  process  by  applying  the  epipolar,  similarity,  ordering  and  uniqueness 
constraints. Section 4 contains the results obtained by the proposed stereovision matching approach 
under the criteria of the expert human. A discussion about them is also included. Section 5 presents the 
conclusions and future work plans. 
 
2. Segmentation Process 
 
As mentioned before, the goal of the segmentation is to extract automatically the regions associated 
to the trunks and their properties, so that these regions can be matched in both images.  
Based on the observation of the images processed, represented by the one in Figure 1 or equivalently 
Figure 2, the following details can be inferred: 
(1)  The Charge Coupled Device (CCD), in both cameras, is rectangular, but the projection of the 
scene through the fish-eye lenses result on a circular area of the scene, which is the valid image 
to be processed. 
(2)  In  the  central  part  of  the  image,  until  a  given  level,  the  sky  and  the  trunks  are  easily 
distinguished because of its contrast. Unfortunately this does not occur in the outer part of the 
valid circumference because the trunks and the grass in the soil display both similar spectral 
signatures in the RGB colour space. They are dark gray in the image in Figure 1 and green in 
the enhanced image of Figure 2. 
(3)  The trunks display an orientation towards the centre; this means that in the 3D scene they are 
near  vertical.  Nevertheless,  there  are  some  of  them  that  are  not  exactly  vertical  and  even 
capricious forms could appear. This must be taken into account because it impedes us to apply 
exactly the geometrical radial property during the segmentation. 
(4)  The trees are clean of leaves in the branches, this facilitates their identification. 
(5)  Because the cameras in the stereovision sensor are separated by the base-line, 1 m in our sensor, 
the same tree is not located in the same spatial position in both images. A relative displacement, 
measured in degrees of angle, appears between corresponding matches.  This displacement is 
greater for the trees near the sensor than for those who are far. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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(6)  Depending on the position of each tree with respect each camera, the images of the trees appear 
under different sizes, affecting the area of the imaged trunk in both images. A tree near the left 
camera appears with an area in the left image greater than the area in the right one and vice 
versa. 
Now we are able to define the segmentation process based on the following steps according to the 
above observations:  
 
Step 1 Valid image: each CCD has 1,616 ×  1,616 pixels in width and height dimensions respectively. 
Considering the origin of coordinates in the left bottom corner, the centre of the image is located in the 
coordinates (808, 808). The radius R of the valid image from the centre is 808 pixels. So, during the 
process only the image region inside the area limited by the given radius is to be considered. Moreover, 
we work with the intensity image I in the HSI colour space obtained after the transformation from RGB 
to HSI. This is because, as mentioned before, we have not achieved satisfactory results with the studied 
colour  spaces  and  the  image  I  contains  the  spectral  information  of  the  three  R,  G  and  B  spectral 
channels. The region growing process, applied later, works better in the original image, Figure 1, than in 
the enhanced one, Figure 2, because of the similarity on the intensity values in the original one. This 
justifies the use of the original images instead of the enhanced ones. Later, in section 4, we give details 
about the protocol for measuring a sample plot in the forest, where the sensor is located in the centre of 
a  circle  with  radius  ranging  from  5  m  to  25  m.  Hence,  only  the  trunks  inside  circles  with  radius  
below  25  m  are  of  interest  and  they  are  imaged  with  an  appropriate  area  for  their  treatment,  the 
remainder ones are projected with small areas and their treatments become complicated. 
 
Step  2  Concentric  circumferences:  we  draw  concentric  circumferences  on  the  original  image, 
starting with a radius r = 250 pixels with increases of 50 pixels until r = R. For each circumference, we 
obtain the intensity profile. There are two main types of circumferences, namely: those in zones where 
all trunks are well contrasted with respect the background and those in zones where the background and 
the trunks get confused. Figure 5(a) displays both types of zones, the first ones are drawn in yellow and 
the second ones in red. As one can see, the yellow circumferences cross areas with the trunks over the 
sky and the red ones cross zones where the trunks and the soil appear with similar intensity levels.  
 
Step 3 Intensity profiles and detection of crossed dark regions: following the circumference paths, 
we draw the associated intensity profile for each one. Figure 4 displays two intensity profiles covering a 
range of 45º  in this representation from 135º  to 180º . In the profile appear low and high intensity levels. 
The low ones are associated to trunks or soil and the high ones to the sky. Based on the above, if large 
dark areas appear in the profile, this means that the circumference cross a region where the trunks and 
the soil cannot be distinguished and this circumference is labelled as red. This occurs in the Figure 4(a) 
which represents low intensity values ranging from 0 to 0.18 over a range of [0,1] i.e., a large dark area. 
If no large dark areas are identified, the circumference is labelled as yellow. On the contrary if a relative 
small dark area appears limited by two clear areas, it represents a trunk; Figure 4(b). Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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Figure 4. Intensity profiles. (a) The circumference cross a region where the trunks and the 
soil cannot be distinguished. (b) Low and high intensity levels. The first are associated to 
trunks and the second to the sky. Intensities vary from 0 to 1. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Step 4 Putting seeds in the trunks: considering the yellow circumferences, we are able to detect the 
trunks positions crossed by them, which are dark homogeneous regions in the profile limited by clear 
zones,  Figure  4(b).  This  allows  choosing  a  pixel  for  each  dark  homogeneous  region;  such pixel is 
considered  a  seed.  Also,  because  we  know  the  transition  from  clear  to  clear  crossing  a  dark 
homogeneous region, we obtain the average intensity value and standard deviation for it. In summary, 
from each dark homogeneous region in a yellow circumference, we select a seed and obtain its average 
intensity value and standard deviation. 
 
Step 5 Region filtering: we are only interested in specific dark regions, considered as those that 
represent trunks of interest. The process of selecting them is as follows, Figure 5(b). 
a.  We  consider  only  those  dark  regions  in  the  profile  where  the  intersection  with  yellow 
circumferences produces a line with more than T1 pixels. This is to guarantee that the trunk 
analyzed is wide enough. Its justification is because we assume that this kind of trunks belong to 
the area of interest under analysis, i.e., to the circle with radius lesser than 25m. 
b.  Also, based on the yellow circumferences, we only consider the regions with intensity levels less 
than T2 because we are dealing with dark homogeneous regions (trunks). 
c.  Considering the outer yellow circumference ci, we select only dark regions whose intersection 
with this circumference gives a line with a number of pixels lower than T3. The maximum value 
in pixels of all lines of intersection is  max 3
i tT  . Then for the next yellow circumference towards 
the  centre  of  the  image,  ci+1,  3 T  is  now  set  to max
i t ,  which  is  the  value  used  when  the  next 
circumference is processed and so on until the inner yellow circumference is reached. This is 
justified because the thickness of the trunks always diminishes towards the centre.  
In this work, T1, T2 and T3 are set to 10, 0.3 and 120 respectively, after experimentation. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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Figure 5. (a) Yellow and red drawn circumferences. (b) Homogeneous regions drawn in 
blue and seeds in red. (c) Resulting image obtained with the region growing process. (d) 
Resulting image obtained with the labelling process. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Step 6 Region growing: this process is based on the procedure described in [28], we start in the 
outer yellow circumference by selecting the seed pixels obtained in this circumference. From these seed 
points we append to each seed those neighbouring pixels that have a similar intensity value than the seed. 
The similarity is measured as the difference between the intensity value of the pixel under consideration 
and the mean value in the zone where the seed belongs to, they do not differ more than the standard 
deviation  computed  in  step  4  for  that  zone.  The  region  growing  ends  when  no  more  similar 
neighbouring pixels are found for that seed between this circumference and the centre of the image. This 
allows obtaining a set of regions as displayed in Figure 5(c). 
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Step 7 Labelling: before the labelling, an opening morphologic operation is applied. The aim is to 
break joined links, to avoid that some branches of the trees overlapping other branches or trunks lead to 
label  two  trees  or  trunks  as  a  unique  region.  The  structural  element  during  the  opening  is  the  
classical 3 ×  3 matrix of ones because it is symmetric operating in all spatial directions. The regions 
extracted during the previous region growing are labelled following the procedure described in [32]. 
Figure 5(d) displays this step. 
 
Step 8 Regions and seeds association: for each one of the seeds in the outer yellow circumference, 
we make to correspond to each seed its region identified before. It is possible that more than one seed 
turns out to be belonging to the same region. If this occurs, we create new regions, so that finally we 
obtain the same number of regions than seeds. After this step, each region has assigned a unique seed. 
 
Step 9 Seeds association: we check for the other seeds in the remainder yellow circumferences. If a 
seed fulfils that it is the nearest in terms of pixel distance and its angle in degrees the most similar to the 
angle  of  the  previously  checked  seed,  then  it  belongs  to  the  same  region  that  the  seed  checked 
previously, which is the reference. The angle in degrees is the θ value in polar coordinates (ρ,θ) with 
respect  the  seed  location  in  Cartesian  coordinates  (x,y).  This  process  allows  establishing 
correspondences among the seeds of the different yellow circumferences depending on the region to 
which they belong, Figure 6(a), i.e., to identify seeds that belong probably to the same region (trunk). 
We compute the average orientation, s , for all seeds belonging to the same region identified according 
to the process described in this point. 
 
Step 10 Estimation of the seeds locations in the red circumferences: it consists of three sub steps, 
prediction, correction and measurement: 
a.  Prediction: the pixels belonging to a trunk crossed by a red circumference must have identical 
orientation, in degrees, that the seed in the outer yellow circumference crossing the same trunk. 
So, we obtain the seeds in red circumferences fulfilling this and starting from the inner one. 
b.  Correction: since there are trunks that are not aligned towards the centre, the prediction can 
introduce mistakes. An offset value is applied to this location, which is exactly s , computed in 
step 9, Figure 6(b). 
c.  Measurement:  after  the  offset  correction,  we  verify  if  the  estimated  seed  in  each  red 
circumference belongs to a trunk. This is only possible if the red circumference crosses a region 
with low intensity values limited by zones with high intensity values and the estimated seed 
location is inside the region with low values. With this, we assume that the seed belongs to the 
same trunk that the seed in the yellow circumference. Because of the contrast in the intensity 
profile for the red region in the specific trunk, we can measure the exact seed location in the 
central part of the low intensity region. The estimated seed location is replaced by the measured 
one and used for estimating the next seed location in the next red circumference. If the profile 
does not display low and high intensity values, no measurements can be taken and the next seed 
location is the previously estimated by prediction and correction. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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Figure 6. (a) Seeds classified depending on the region to which they belong. By clarity we 
can see the classified seeds painted with the same colour. (b) Resulting image obtained with 
the steps: prediction and correction. The seeds are drawn in red. Each region is delimited 
with yellow points taking into account the associated yellow circumferences. (c) Resulting 
image obtained with the second region growing process. (d) Resulting image obtained after 
the relabeling process. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
Step 11 New region growing: starting on the outer yellow circumference, we apply again a new 
region growing process as the one described in the step 6, but now controlled by several iterations  
(so many iterations as red circumferences). For each iteration, the region growing has its upper limit 
given by the radius of the nearest red circumference. Once the outer red circumference is reached, i.e., 
maximum  number  of  iterations,  the  region  growing  ends;  at  this  moment  an  opening  morphologic 
operation is applied trying to break links between regions (trunks) which could be still joined. The 
structural element used for the opening is the same that the one used in step 7. Figure 6(c) displays  
this step. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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Step 12 Relabeling: this process is similar to the one described in step 7. We re-label each one of the 
regions that have appeared after the region growing process in step 11, Figure 6(d). 
 
Step 13 Attributes extraction: once all regions have been relabelled, for each region we extract the 
following attributes: area (number of pixels), centroid (xy-averaged pixel positions in the region), angles 
in degrees of each centroid and the seven Hu invariant moments [28]. 
 
3. Correspondence Process 
 
Once the segmentation process has finished, we have available a set of regions identifying trunks in 
both  images  of  the  stereo  pair.  Each  region  has  associated  the  above  mentioned  attributes  (area, 
centroid, angles and Hu invariant moments).  
As mentioned in Section 1.1, in stereovision matching there are a set of constraints that are generally 
applied for solving the matching problem. In this work we have applied: epipolar, similarity, ordering 
and uniqueness. 
Now, we use conveniently the attributes according to the requirements of each constraint. In what 
follows, Sections 3.1 to 3.3, we explain how the correspondence process is carried out. 
 
3.1. Epipolar: Centroid 
 
The centroid of each region is used under the epipolar constraint, as a guide for matching as we 
explain below. Based on the sensor geometry, the epipolar lines can be established as described below. 
Figure 7 displays the stereo vision system geometry [5]. The 3D object point P with world coordinates 
with respect to the systems (X1, Y1, Z1) and (X2, Y2, Z2) is imaged as (xi1, yi1) and (xi2, yi2) in image-1 and 
image-2 respectively in coordinates of the image system;  1   and  2   are the angles of incidence of the 
rays from P; y12 is the base-line measuring the distance between the optical axes in both cameras along 
the y-axes; r is the distance between image point and optical axis; R is the image radius, identical in both 
images. 
According to [33], the following geometrical relations can be established: 
22
11 ii r x y  ;  1 2
r
R

  ;   
1
11 ii tg y x 
   
 (1) 
Now the problem is that the 3D world coordinates (X1, Y1, Z1) are unknown. They can be estimated 
by varying the distance d as follows: 
1 cos ; Xd     1 sin ; Yd    
22
1 1 1 1 tan Z X Y    
(2) 
From (2) we transform the world coordinates in the system O1X1Y1Z1 to the world coordinates in the 
system O2X2Y2Z2 taking into account the base-line as follows:  
21 ; XX    2 1 12; Y Y y    21 ZZ    (3) 
Assuming no lenses radial distortion, we can find the imaged coordinates of the 3D point in image-2 
as [33]: Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2
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2 2 2 2
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  (4) 
Figure 7. Geometric projections and relations for the fish-eye based stereo vision system. 
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Because of the system geometry, the epipolar lines are not concentric circumferences and this fact is 
considered for matching. Figure 8(b) displays six epipolar lines in the right image, which have been 
generated by the six pixels located at the positions marked with the squares; they are their equivalent 
locations in the left image [Figure 8(a)]. 
Using only a camera, we capture a unique image and each 3D point belonging to the line P O1 , is 
imaged in (xi1, yi1). So, the 3D coordinates with a unique camera cannot be obtained. When we try to 
match the imaged point (xi1, yi1) into the image-2 we follow the epipolar line, i.e., the projection of 
P O1 over the image-2. This is equivalent to vary the parameter d in the 3-D space. So, given the imaged 
point (xi1, yi1) in the image-1 (left) and following the epipolar line, we obtain a list of  m potential 
corresponding candidates represented by (xi2, yi2) in the image-2 (right). The best match is associated to 
a distance d for the 3D point in the scene, which is computed from the stereo vision system. Hence, for 
each d we obtain a specific (xi2, yi2), so that when it is matched with (xi1, yi1) d is the distance for the 
point  P  from  the  sensor.  Our  matching  strategy  identifies  correspondences  between  regions  or 
simplifying  correspondences  between  two  image  pixels  (xi1,  yi1)  and  (xi2,  yi2).  Based  on  this 
correspondence we start from Equation (1) and then we give values to the variable d until the values of 
(xi2, yi2) obtained through Equation (4) are equal or as close as possible to the ones obtained by the 
stereovision matching process. So, we obtain the value of d that best fits both pixels, it is from the Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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sensor to the 3D point P, Figure 7. A distance from the sensor to the centroid of a region determines 
the distance to the tree it represents; with this distance we make the decision about its inclusion in the 
sample plot for tree density and basal area estimation. From the central angle covered by the  trunk 
width and the distance from the sensor, the diameter of the tree can be measured at different heights on 
the stem. Also we can compute distances from the sensor to points in the base and the top of a tree, 
with these distances and using the angles of projection 1  obtained with Equation (1) for these points, we 
can compute the height of the tree by applying trigonometric rules such as the cosine theorem. The 
above reasoning is also applicable for computing distances to significant points; this allows to measure 
other variables described in the introduction. 
Figure 8. (a) Left image marked with six squares. (b) Epipolar lines in the right image 
generated from the locations in the left image marked with the squares. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Based on the above, given a red square in the left image, following the epipolar line in the south 
direction we will find the corresponding matching, Figure 8(b). This implies that given a centroid of a 
region in the left image its corresponding matching in the right image will be probably in the epipolar 
line. Because the sensor could introduce errors due to wrong calibration, we have considered an offset 
out  of  the  epipolar  lines  quantified  as  10  pixels  in  distance.  Moreover,  in  the  epipolar  line,  the 
corresponding centroids are separated in a certain angle, as we can see in Figure 8(b) expressed by the 
red and blue squares. After experimentation with the set of images tested, the maximum separation 
found in degrees has been quantified in 22º . Obviously, the above is applicable considering the left 
image as the reference, but if we consider the right one as the reference, the search for correspondences 
in the left one is made in the opposite direction. Based on the work of [34], given a centroid of a region 
in the left image we search for its corresponding centroid in the right one following the epipolar lines 
drawn in Figure 8(b) and then given a centroid in the right image, we search in the reverse sense in the 
left one, also following the epipolar lines.  
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3.2. Similarity: Areas and Hu Moments 
 
As mentioned before, each region in both, left and right images, of the stereo pair has its own set of 
properties.  The  Hu moments are invariant to translations, rotations and scale change. Of particular 
interest is the invariance to rotations because the trunks appear rotated in the right image with respect 
the left one and vice-versa. This is an important advantage of these moments for the matching. 
On the contrary, the scale change represents a disadvantage because a large region in one image 
could be matched with a small one in the other image, both with similar form and aspect.  
Due to the sensor geometry, a tree close to a camera is imaged under an area greater than its area in 
the other camera. This implies that the correct matches generally display different area values.  
To overcome the above problems and simultaneously exploit all available information provided by 
the  sensor  geometry,  we  define  the  following  procedure.  Before  describing  it,  let  us  introduce  
some definitions. 
Say   12 , ,..., NL L L L and   12 , ,..., NR R R R two sets of feature descriptors representing the segmented and 
labelled regions in the left and right images respectively of a stereo pair supplied by the sensor. NL and 
NR are the number of features in the left and right image respectively.  
Each feature Li contains: the area (Ai), the centroid (xi, yi) and a vector with the seven Hu invariant 
moments   
7
1 2 7 , ,..., ,
i i i
i      h  i.e.,    ,( , ), i i i i i L A x y  h .  Similarly,  for    ,( , ), j j j j j R A x y  h where  as 
before   
7
1 2 7 , ,..., .
j j j
j      h Because the seven moments range in different scales, we map linearly 
each Hu moment to range in the interval [0,1] as follows: 
h
h kk
k
kk
m
Mm
 


; h = i,j and k = 1,2,..,7   (5) 
where    max ,
ij
k k k M   and   min , ;   ,
ij
k k k m i j   . 
Then, say: 
  ,   1,2,..., ,  1,2,...,7
i i j
k k k D j NR k        (6) 
is  the  set  of  all  distances  between  a  given  component 
i
k  and  all
j
k  ,  j  = 1, 2, …, NR. Instead of 
computing a distance for matching between the vectors hi and all hj, we have preferred to compute the 
individual distances
i
k D . This is justified because each moment normally contributes in a different fashion 
as an attribute for the matching between features Li and Rj, so when using distances between those 
vectors, such as the Euclidean one, the individual contributions could be masked. 
Now the problem is: given a feature Li in the left image, which its matched feature Rj is in the right 
image? Following the work of Scaramuzza et al. [16] we establish the following conditions, derived 
from the Hu invariant moments that must be fulfilled. So, Li and Rj match, based on
i
k  and
j
k   if: 
A.    1 min
ij i
kk d D T  . This means that the minimum distance is indeed obtained for 
i
k  and
j
k   and 
it is smaller than a fixed threshold T1, i.e., only small distances are accepted. T1 is set to 0.3 after 
trial and error. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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B.    2 min
ij i i
k k k d D T D  . This means that the minimum distance is smaller enough than the mean 
of the distances from all other distances between features, where 
i
k D  is the mean value of 
i
k D  
and T2 is a threshold ranging from 0 to 1. It has been set to 0.5 in our experiments, because we 
have verified that it suffices as in [16]. 
C.  the rate between 
ij
k d and the second minimum distance   min
ih i
kk dD  with h = 1, 2, …, NR and 
hj  , is smaller than a threshold T3, set to 0.3 in our experiments. This guarantees that a gap 
between the absolute minimum distance and the second one exists. 
As mentioned before, because the sensor is built with two cameras, with a given base-line, the same 
tree in the 3D scene can be imaged under different areas in both images. This issue has been addressed 
in [35] where an exhaustive study is made about the different shapes in the images of the same 3D 
surface in conventional sensors. Here, it is stated that there is not a unique correspondence between a 
pixel in one image an other pixel in the other image. This is an important reason for using regions as a 
feature-based approach instead of area-based because the above problem does not occur. Now two 
trunks, which are true matches, one belonging to an image and the other to the second, can display 
different  areas.  Therefore,  we  formulate  the  following  condition  for  matching  two  regions  by 
considering both areas: 
D.  The areas Ai and Aj do not differ between them more than the 33%. 
 
3.3. Ordering: Angles 
 
The  relative  position  between  two  regions  in  an  image  is  preserved  in  the  other  one  for  the 
corresponding matches. The ordering constraint application is limited to regions with similar heights and 
areas in the same image and also if the areas overpass a threshold T4 set to 6,400 in this paper. The 
similarity is defined, as above, in the point D, i.e., with relative differences below the 33%. This tries to 
avoid violations of this constraint based on closeness and remoteness relations of the trunks with respect 
the sensor in the 3D scene (see Section 4.2 for details in the stereo pair displayed), which are applicable 
to the remainder stereo pairs analyzed. 
Then, given an order for the trunks in the left image, this constraint assumes that the same order is 
kept in the right one for the respective corresponding trunks and vice versa, Figure 1a,b.  
To apply this constraint, we obtain the coordinates of the centroid of each region to calculate its 
orientation in degrees.  
The following pedagogical clarifies this. In Figure 9a,b, the trunk labelled as 2 in the left image 
matches to the labelled as 1 in the right one. The region labelled as 1 in the left image matches to the 
labelled as 5 in the right one. Following the clockwise sense region 1 is found before region 2 in the left 
image and their corresponding matches preserve this order, i.e., 5 is found before 1 in the right image. 
The  criterion  “found  before”  is  established  by  considering  the  angle  orientation  of  the  
respective centroids. 
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3.4. Summary of the Full Correspondence Process 
 
Based on the above, the full matching process can be summarized as follows: 
 
Correspondence Left to Right: 
 
For each region Li in the left image we search for candidates Rj in the right image, according to the 
steps defined below.  
1.  Apply epipolar constraint: we only consider potential matches of Li those Rj regions that fulfil 
the epipolarity, as defined in the subsection 3.1. After this step, Li has as potential candidates a 
list li of n regions in the right image, say    1,.., i i j jn l L R R  , where    1, 1,..., . j jn NR   
2.  Apply the condition D given in Section 3.2 to the list li. Exclude from li those candidates that do 
not fulfil such condition D.  
3.  Apply  conditions  A  to  C  given  in  Section  3.2  to  the  current  list  li.  For  each  pair  (Li, Rjn) 
obtained from li, determine if Li and Rjn match based on the k
th Hu moment according to such 
conditions A to C. Define lk as the number of these individual matches. 
 
Correspondence Right to Left: 
 
4.  For each region Rj in the right image we search for candidates Lj in the left image, following 
similar  steps  to  the  previous  ones.  Now  a  list  rj  of  candidates  is  built  and  a number  rk of 
individual matches is obtained according to the Hu invariant moments. The epipolar constraint is 
applied following the same lines than those used for Left to Right but in the reverse sense.  
 
Final Decision: Simple majority and Uniqueness 
 
5.  We say that Li matches with Rj, iif lk rk U , where U has been set to 7 in our experiments. 
This value has been fixed taking into account that the maximum value that the sum lk rk   can 
achieve is 14, i.e., a value greater than 7 represents the majority. 
6.  If the matching between Li and Rj is unambiguous the correspondence between both features is 
solved; otherwise in the ambiguous case, where the above condition is fulfilled by more than one 
match, then we apply the ordering constraint based on the unambiguous correspondences which 
have  been  already  solved.  This  implies  the  application  of  both  ordering  and  uniqueness 
constraints simultaneously. 
 
4. Results 
 
The final goal is to obtain measurements about the trees in sample plots, typically circular shaped 
with radius ranging from 5 to 25 m, located in the forest stand at distances ranging from 100 to 1,000 m 
from each other. With such purpose, the stereovision sensor is located at the centre of the plot. The 
images contain trees belonging to the sample plots and also trees out of the sample plots. Only the first Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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ones  are  of  interest.  Although  some  trees  out  of  the  plots  are  processed  by  the  reasons  given  in  
Section 4.1, they are of no interest. 
The  centres  of  the  plots  are  known  3D  geographical  positions  previously  obtained  via  GPS. 
Moreover,  as  mentioned  during  the  introduction,  the  sensor  is  positioned  under  the  identifiable 
geographical direction normally the left camera oriented towards the North and the right one toward the 
South and both with the base-line of 1m. This allows that different measurements spaced in the time, 
probably years, are obtained under the same criteria. This allows  one to compare the values of the 
variables measured in different times and derive annual increments. The tests have been carried out with 
sixteen pairs of stereo images. The pair of images displayed in this work is a representative example of 
them including all relevant aspects described during the introduction, which characterize this kind of 
sensed images. Because our proposal consists of two phases, some considerations can be made about 
each one. 
 
4.1. Segmentation 
 
Figures 9a,b displays the regions extracted by the segmentation process. Each region appears labelled 
with a unique label. The number near of the regions identifies each label. This number is represented as 
a colour in a scale ranging from 1 to 14, where 1 is blue and 14 orange. This representation is only for a 
best visualization of the regions. 
Figure 9. Labelling regions: (a) left image, (b) right image. Each region appears identified 
by a unique number. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
From Figure 9, the following conclusions can be inferred: 
1.  The regions have been well separated, even if there were regions very near among them. This 
occurs with the regions 10 and 11 or 18 and 20 in the left image and also with the regions 8  
and 10 in the right one. Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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2.  The procedure is able to extract regions corresponding to trunks, which are relatively far from 
the sensor, i.e., out of the area of the sample plot, which is the area of interest. This occurs with 
the regions labelled as 4, 5, 18, 19 and 20 in the left image and 2, 17, 18 and 19 in the right 
image.  Although  such  regions  are  out  of  the  interest,  we  have  preferred  include  them  for 
matching, because in the future perhaps the sensed area could be extended to an area greater 
than 25 m and also to verify the robustness of the correspondence process. Its exclusion is an 
easy task because they all fulfil that their areas are below a value of 6,400 pixels, which is the 
threshold T4 applied for the ordering constraint. 
3.  Through  the  morphological  operations,  the  process  is  able  to  break  links  between  regions, 
allowing  their  identification.  This  occurs  between  regions  5  and  8  in  the  right,  where  two 
branches are overlapped. Without this breaking, both regions are labelled as a unique region and 
its  matching  with  the  corresponding  regions  in  the  left  image,  which  are  separated,  is  
not possible.  
 
4.2. Correspondence 
 
At this stage we can compare the original stereo images displayed in Figures 1(a) and (b) with the 
labelled ones in Figure 9. It does not turn out to be difficult to determine the correspondences in this 
stereo pair based on our human observation.  
In Table 1, the first column displays the number of labelled regions (trunks) in the left image and the 
second column the matched regions in the right image according to the human expert criterion.  
The third and fourth columns display the lk and rk individual matches, as described in section 3.4. 
Finally, the fifth column shows the final decision in terms of successful decision (S) or unsuccessful (F) 
according to the criterion of the human observation through the matches established in the first and 
second columns.  
Table 1. Results obtained using Hu moments for matching regions in both stereo pairs. 
Left image regions 
Li 
Corresponding right 
image regions (Rj) 
lk  rk 
Final decision 
matching 
1  5  7  7  S 
2  1  7  7  S 
3  3  7  7  S 
4  2  7  7  S 
5  4  7  7  S 
6  no match 
(hidden by 5) 
0  0  S 
(unmatched) 
7  6  7  7  S 
8  8  4  5  S 
9  10  6  7  S 
10  7  7  1  S 
11  9  7  7  S 
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Table 1. Cont. 
12  11  7  3  S 
13  12  1  7  S 
14  13  7  7  S 
15  14  7  7  S 
16  15  7  7  S 
17  16  7  7  S 
18  17  2  4  F 
19  18  5  6  S 
20  19  4  3  F 
 
From the results in Table 1, we can infer the following conclusions: 
a.  We can see that regions labelled as 2, 1 and 3 in the left image match with regions 1, 5 and 3 
respectively in the right image. Without the limitation of the ordering constraint with respect 
heights and areas of the regions, section 3.3, this constraint should be violated by the region 3 in 
the left image because the ordering with respect the couple 1 with 5 is not preserved. In this 
case, the ordering is applied only between regions 2, 1 in the left image and 1 and 5 in the right 
one. The heights and areas fulfil the requirements given in section 3.3. The ordering constraint is 
violated for the case of regions 19, 18 and 20 in the left image, which correspond to 18, 17  
and 19, while the order is 18, 19 and 17. Based on the requirements in Section 3.3, they fulfil 
that the areas do not differ more than the 33% but they fails for the requirement that the areas 
must overpass the threshold T4, i.e., in this case the ordering constraint is not applied.  
b.  Occlusions: we have found a clear occlusion that has been correctly handled. The region 6 is 
visible in the left image and its corresponding match is occluded by 5 in the right image. Our 
approach does not find its match, as expected. 
c.  Ambiguities: there are two types of ambiguities which arise inside the area of interest in the 
sample plot and outside this area. To the first case belongs the ambiguity between the region 13 
in  the  left  image  and  regions  12  and  7  in  the  right  image.  To  the  second  case  belong  the  
regions 18 and 20 in the left image, where both have as preferred matches the regions 17 and 19. 
The first case is solved thanks to the application of the ordering constraint. Unfortunately, in the 
second  case  this  constraint  does  not  solve  the  ambiguity  causing  erroneous  matches. 
Nevertheless, we still consider that its application is favourable because it works properly in the 
area of interest. Although this could be a limit for extending the area of interest. 
d.  The  percentage  of  successful  correspondences  in  the  stereo  pair  displayed  in  this  paper  is  
the 90%. On average, the percentage of success for the sixteen stereo pairs of images analyzed 
with similar characteristics is the 88.4%. 
Overall,  the  combination  of  the  two  proposed  processes,  segmentation  and  correspondence,  are 
suitable and robust enough for the kind of images analyzed.  Sensors 2009, 9                                       
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5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have proposed an automatic feature-based strategy for stereovision matching in 
omnidirectional images, acquired by a sensor equipped with two fish-eye lenses. We have designed two 
sequential  processes:  segmentation  and  correspondence.  Several  image  processing  techniques  are 
applied  for  extracting  regions  (trunks)  as  features  and  their  associated  attributes.  Based  on  these 
attributes and on the specific geometrical design of the sensor, we apply four well-known matching 
constraints in stereovision (epipolarity, similarity, ordering and uniqueness) for matching the regions 
during the correspondence process. The combination of these two processes makes the main finding of 
the paper for this kind of sensors and for the type of images analyzed. 
The  proposed  approach  is  compared  against  the  criterion  applied  by  a  human  expert,  which 
determines the correct matches. Finally, although the proposed stereovision matching strategy, based on 
fish eye lens systems, in this work has been primarily developed to improve the accuracy and reduce the 
costs in forest inventories, these techniques could be easily adapted for navigation purposes in forest 
with similar characteristics to the ones used in our experiments, i.e., light environments. This kind of 
systems has been already used for robot navigation [36]. 
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